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CONNECTIONS Tip Sheet
Permanency Hearing Report Process
The Permanency Hearing Report (PHR) serves as the means to notify the Family Court of a family’s progress toward attaining the permanency goal for the child
and provide the judge with specific up-to-date information about the subject child so that safety and well-being can be assessed. The PHR must be completed and
sent to the court and other parties at least 14 days in advance of each Date Certain. ACS (Administration for Children’s Services) workers and contract agency
workers (serving an ACS case) must use the Mail Local Copy process to upload Permanency Hearing Reports to the Legal Tracking System (LTS). This tip sheet
is for workers responsible for completing the Permanency Hearing Report and will review the process for finalizing a Permanency Hearing Report in
CONNECTIONS.

A Permanency Hearing report is required for children:
·

placed in foster care under Article 10 of the Family Court Act (FCA).

·

voluntarily placed in foster care.

·

placed directly with a relative or other suitable person under Article 10 of the
Family Court Act (Non-LDSS Custody/direct care).

·

surrendered for adoption.

·

completely freed for adoption (including completely freed children subject to
Article 3 JD and/or Article 7 PINS proceedings for youths placed before 1/1/20).

·

subject to Article 651.b Unaccompanied Refugee Minors (under the age of 18).

The Permanency Hearing Report does NOT apply to non-freed JD/PINS children.

Worker Access
Permanency Hearing Reports can be launched, viewed, modified, and/or finalized in CONNECTIONS by:
·

any worker with an assigned role in the FSS/CWS (Family Services Stage/Child Welfare Services) or FSS/CCR (Family Services Stage/Child Case Record)
stage; or

·

any worker with access to the workload of a worker with an assigned role.

While CONNECTIONS determines who can launch and modify Permanency Hearing Reports, your agency may have local policies regarding who actually
launches and contributes to the report prior to submission to the court. It is important to follow the local protocol.

Before Launching the PHR
Certain stage information will populate a PHR (e.g., demographics, family relationships, and Permanency Planning Goal) but will
not be modifiable from within it. This information should be reviewed and updated on the appropriate windows before launching
the PHR (for additional information, see the PHR Submission Edits Tip Sheet):
·

Person List

·

Health Services

·

Education

·

Family Relationship Matrix

·

Tracked Children (Verify the Program Choice[s] and Permanency Planning Goal for each child, update if needed)

While any updates (with the exception of Health Services) will be reflected automatically in an “In-Process” PHR upon closing and
reopening it, case information should be verified and accurate before launching a PHR.

Completing the Court, Docket, and Outside Participant Information
In the Permanency Hearing window, court, docket, and outside participant information is completed on windows outside of the PHR
document and is used for all PHRs that you launch. When the information on these windows is kept up-to-date, the most current
information will prefill to the PHR.
While these windows do not need to be completed in a specific order, information from the Outside Participants and Court Information windows prefill the Docket
Information window. Therefore, consider completing the windows in the following RECOMMENDED order:
1. Outside Participants
2. Court Information
3. Docket Information
4. Adoption Checklist (for FSS/CCR stages only)
These windows must be completed to mark the PHR as “Final” and to print the Permanency Hearing Notices and Statement.
The Outside Participants window allows you to record information about an individual who does not appear on the Person List window, thereby adding him/her as
an individual who may receive a Permanency Hearing Notice. For example, a non-respondent aunt/uncle or grandparent.
Record the attorneys for the parents and children in the Outside Participants window and make sure to clearly identify which child(ren) they represent in the
Docket Information window.

Deciding Which Type of PHR to Launch
When deciding whether to launch an Individual Child, Multiple Child, or Freed Child PHR, consult any other assigned workers and consider the following
guidelines:
Þ

A child may be involved in only one “In-Process” PHR at a
time.

Þ

For a Multiple Child report, all subject children must have
the same Date Certain, at least one parent in common, and
are placed together. However, if there are confidentiality
issues that preclude any party from seeing a child’s PHR
use the individual child’s report. An example for this
situation is a half-sibling’s other parent.

Þ

Only a Freed Child report can be launched for a child in a CCR stage.

PHR Launch Options
To reduce the amount of information that must be entered and to accommodate the preferences of different workers, there are four PHR launch options from which
to choose:
Þ

Launch PHR-No Prefill: Narrative sections of the PHR will be blank; they will not be prefilled. Only demographic, specific Tracked Children Detail and case/
stage information populate the PHR.

Þ

Launch PHR-Approved FASP: The PHR will prefill with narratives from the most recently Approved FASP (Family Assessment and Service Plan) or Plan
Amendment. Information recorded on the Health Services and Education windows, in addition to demographic, specific Tracked Children Detail and case/stage
information, populates the report.

Þ

Launch PHR-In-Process FASP: The PHR will prefill with narratives from the most recent “In-Process” FASP or “Plan Amendment” FASP. Information
recorded on the Health Services and Education windows, in addition to demographic, specific Tracked Children Detail and case/stage information,
populates the report.

Þ

Launch PHR-New Using: The PHR will prefill with information from a finalized PHR for the same child(ren) selected in the Permanency Report Summary
grid.
Whichever launch option you choose, remember to complete the pre-launch steps first.

New Using Launch Option
The New Using option allows workers to launch a new PHR with information prefilled from the last finalized PHR (the PHR selected in the Permanency
Report Summary grid). The prefilled narratives of the new PHR should then be edited as needed to update or remove information.
When selecting a PHR from which to prefill, you must choose a previous report for the same child(ren). You can prefill from a previous Individual PHR or a Multiple
Child PHR. You cannot, however, change which children are part of a multiple child PHR.
Since the freed child PHRs can only be launched from within a Child Case Record (CCR) stage, the New Using option is available for Freed Child PHRs only
when there is a previously finalized Freed Child PHR in the CCR stage.

In the event that a PHR has been marked “Final” in error and a new one must be launched, it may be helpful to print a copy of the finalized in error PHR. Use the
New Using function to launch a new PHR with information prefilled from the last completed PHR for a particular child.

Hearing Date Certain
The Hearing Date Certain and the Hearing Date-CCRS fields will prefill with information that has been recorded on the Activities window. You will need to
verify if the dates are accurate, and if so, select the Verify System Response is Accurate checkbox. If the Hearing Date Certain is not the same as the one in the
Activities window, leave the checkbox blank.
The Hearing Date Certain and Time of Hearing are the only modifiable fields on the Title Page window. You may need to modify the date on the Title Page
window if the date on the Activities window has not been updated to reflect a change in the Hearing Date Certain field. This will not change the data that is in
Activities. Note, the corrected information must still be recorded on the Activities window.
Remember, to launch a multi-child report, all children must have the same Date Certain.

The Hearing Date
Certain and the
Hearing Date-CCRS
fields will prefill with
information that has
been recorded on the
Activities window.

Time of Hearing field
is modifiable.

Select the Verify System Response is Accurate checkbox if the
Hearing Date Certain is correct. If the Hearing Date Certain is not the same as
the one on the Activities window, leave the checkbox blank.

Hearing Date Certain (Continued)
As noted, the Permanency Hearing Date Certain is recorded on the Activities window upon documentation of the legal activity associated with it. If you receive a
message that not all children have the same Date Certain, refer to the chart on this page for the Legal Codes and Modifiers combinations required to prefill a Date
Certain to the PHR correctly. For additional information on the Activity Codes, such as definitions and modifier information, please refer to the CONNECTIONS
Activities Window Reference Manual located on the OCFS CONNECTIONS Internet or intranet sites.
Activity Code

L700- REMOVAL
L700- REMOVAL

Modifier A
27 - PRELIM ORDER REMVL
28 - PRELIM ORDER AFT PET
21 - 1089 PERMANENCY HEAR

L300-HEARING

02 - 358A COURT ACTION
L300-HEARING

N/A

Initial

N/A

Initial

44 - CONT FC-PERM AND EXT
62 - CUST TRF REL/NON-REL
82 - NORSNBL EF FNLZ PERM
88 - DIR CUS XFR/CONT REL
89 - DIR CUS XFD/CNT NREL

Subsequent

42 - TRANS. CUST. + GUAR 43 - CARE/CUSTODY - LDSS
62 - CUST TRF REL/NON-REL

11 - 651B REFUGEE ASST

43 - CARE/CUSTODY - LDSS
62 - CUST TRF REL/NON-REL

Initial

22 - ART10-B 18+RE-ENT FC

43 - CARE/CUSTODY - LDSS

23 - ART10-B 18+PERM HEAR

44 - CONT FC-PERM AND EXT

L300-HEARING
L300-HEARING

Initial

Initial

L300-HEARING

L300-HEARING

Hearing Type

43 - CARE/CUSTODY - LDSS
62 - CUST TRF REL/NON-REL
88 - DIR CUS XFR/CONT REL
89 - DIR CUS XFD/CNT NREL

04 - ART 10 ABUSE/NEGLECT

L300-HEARING

Modifier B/C

Initial

Subsequent
27 - ART10-C DEST CHILD

43 - CARE/CUSTODY - LDSS

Initial

Completing the PHR
Þ

Thoroughly review all prefilled responses to determine if they are timely, accurate, appropriate, and fully respond to the questions being asked.

Þ

Delete any content of a confidential nature to which one or more of the parties is not entitled.

Þ

Modify any narrative responses with the most up-to-date information. Make sure that the responses are cohesive, accurate, current, essential, conform to
confidentiality standards, and provide the court with the necessary information to gauge progress toward achieving permanency.

Þ

If you discover non-modifiable, prefilled information that is not accurate, you can make the necessary changes on the specific window(s) and/or tab(s) or, if
necessary, delete the PHR. Only one PHR may be in process for a given child at a time.

PHR Navigation Tools
For certain windows, one or more tools also display under Options. These are the Collapse All and Toggle Short/Long
links. The Collapse All link allows you to collapse all sections in the window to minimize the need for excessive scrolling.
This allows you to navigate directly to a specific PHR question.
The Toggle Short/Long link allows you to toggle between the short (abbreviated) and long (full) versions of the questions. By default, the long versions display.
Not all questions have a short version.
Perhaps while you’re answering questions, you discover that you need to gather additional information or consult with your supervisor. You’ll be able to write a
note to your supervisor, to other reviewers, or a reminder to yourself by clicking the Notes link.
Notes can also be viewed in the PHR window and used to communicate with other workers who have a role in the FSS stage
(refer to the Worker Access section on page 1 of this tip sheet). Recording a note, however, will not send alerts or notifications to
workers with a role in the stage.
By clicking the More… link, the associated question opens in a full window. This process allows you to record your response in a full-screen editor mode. If any
information was recorded for this question on the main window, it prefills the narrative field here. Additionally, you can use the text control tools to modify or add
to it.
The Overwrite button carries your narrative over to the section window and closes the Question Level Edits and Retrieval
window.
The Reset button resets the window to how it appeared on entry thus eliminating any modifications that may have been made but which you do not wish to keep.

Submitting for Review
A PHR must pass specific system edits before it can be marked as
“Final.” Clicking the Check PHR Detail link initiates a check of those
system edits and displays a list of any incomplete components on the
Check PHR Detail window. Unlike the Check FASP Detail list, you
cannot navigate to the specific area by clicking an item on the list.
The Check PHR Detail window also displays the Submit for Review
link, which initiates the optional review process. Clicking this link
submits the “In-Process” PHR for review to another CONNECTIONS
user. By default, the PHR is submitted to a worker’s unit approver;
however, this may be changed according to the policy of your district/
agency. A PHR can be submitted for review at any time; the PHR
does not need to be complete. As a reminder, supervisors or workers
with access to other workers’ workloads may opt to review the PHR
while in-process rather than submitting the PHR for review.
Some counties require workers to submit the PHR to their Legal Department for review prior to finalization. Check with your supervisor regarding any local
protocols that must be followed.
Once the reviewer clicks the Review Complete link, a Task To-Do will be sent to the worker alerting him/her that the PHR review is complete and will note if
comments are included. At the same time, the reviewer’s own Task To-Do is deleted.
The To-Do will be removed from your My To-Dos tab when you mark the To-Do as complete, using the Mark as Complete link from the To-Do Options section of
the NAVIGATION PANE, or when you mark the PHR as “Final.”

Finalizing the PHR
It is important to finalize the PHR. If a PHR is not finalized, any changes made to information that feeds the PHR (refer to Before Launching the PHR section of
this tip sheet) will result in the PHR being updated and may no longer accurately reflect the child’s status as presented to the Court on the Date Certain. Only one
PHR can be in-process for a child at a time. An unfinalized PHR will need to be deleted before the next PHR can be launched which leads to a loss of the child’s
historical records. In addition, the New Using function cannot be applied since the previous PHR was not finalized.
PHRs that are not marked as “Final” will display the “Draft” watermark when printed and will continue to show as “Open” on the PHR status reports from the Data
Warehouse.
Additionally, PHRs that are not marked as “Final” can also lead to security issues in CONNECTIONS. In the event that the worker leaves and PHR To-Dos are left
unresolved, this could result in CONNECTIONS data that cannot be end-dated.

Finalizing the PHR (Continued)
When there are no incomplete components listed on the Check PHR Detail window, the Mark as Final link enables. Clicking this link saves the report in its
current state; no further modifications can be made, and any notes are removed. Once a PHR is marked as “Final,” it cannot be undone. The only option is to
launch a new PHR.
If you click the Mark as Final link while a review is
still in-process, you’ll receive a warning message, but
it will not stop you from proceeding. Any To-Dos will
be deleted, and the final report will be created and
saved to the database. It will appear as “Final” in the
Permanency Report Summary grid. Note, there is
no formal approval process for a PHR in
CONNECTIONS.

ACS workers and contract agency workers (serving an ACS case) must use the Mail Local Copy process to upload Permanency Hearing Reports to the
Legal Tracking System (LTS). Once you have a copy of the report on your desktop (after using the Mail Local Copy function), use the same steps
currently in place to upload the report to the LTS. The report should be marked “Final” and saved without making any additional changes only after the
worker completing the report is notified by the ACS attorney that the report has been approved.

Generating the Permanency Hearing Notices and Statement
Notices are used to alert all appropriate people of the date, time, and location of the permanency hearing. The Statement lists all those who received a Notice and
is submitted only to the court along with the completed PHR.
Below is a list of people who are required to receive a Notice:
·

The child’s parent(s), including any non-respondent parent (unless rights have been terminated)

·

Any other person legally responsible for the child

·

The child, if 10 years of age or older

·

The foster parent in whose home the child currently resides

·

Attorney for the child

·

The attorney for the respondent parent

·

The agency supervising the child’s care

·

Any pre-adoptive parent

·

Any relative providing care for the child

·

All former foster parents within whose home the child resided for a continuous period of at least 12 months must be provided with the Notice, not the PHR.

Before you can generate the Notices and Statement, the Court Information and
Docket Information windows must be complete. If they are not and you click the
Notices and Statement link, you will receive a warning message. This
message is simply an alert; it does not prevent you from proceeding. However,
the links used for printing the Notices and Statement will not enable until the
Court Information and Docket Information windows are complete.

The child has the right to invite an adult support to the permanency hearing; however, this individual will not receive a formal Notice.

CONNECTIONS Resources
·

OCFS CONNECTIONS Internet Sites: https://ocfs.ny.gov/connect/Default.asp

·

OCFS CONNECTIONS intranet Site: https://ocfs.state.nyenet/connect/

·

HELPFUL INFO tab in CONNECTIONS

·

OCFS Regional Implementation Staff

·

Phone: 1-844-891-1786
Email: Fixit@its.ny.gov
Chat: https://chat.its.ny.gov

On the Internet: https://ocfs.ny.gov/connect/contact.asp
On the intranet: https://ocfs.state.nyenet/connect/contact.asp
The following materials, referenced in this tip sheet can be found on the HELPFUL
INFO tab in CONNECTIONS and OCFS CONNECTIONS Internet/intranet sites:
·

CONNECTIONS Activities Window Reference Manual

·

PHR Submission Edits Tip Sheet

ITS Service Desk:

·

Application Help Mailbox (you must first contact the ITS Service Desk
(by phone or email) and receive a ticket number):
Email: ocfs.sm.conn_app@ocfs.ny.gov

